Course Offerings

Learn the language of an ancient nation, its centuries-old history and rich cultural heritage, or master the game of chess with the following courses:

- Armenian Language
- Armenian History
- Armenian Culture
- STEM

LEARN ON YOUR TERMS

- 8 or 16 weeks or asynchronous self-study
- Seven instructional languages
- Visit www.avc-agbu.org
- Sign-up or log-in
- Select and enroll in a course
- Enjoy learning along with your peers around the globe!

For more queries contact us on: enrollment@avc-agbu.org
MULTIMEDIA E-BOOK SERIES

Watch videos, browse 3D & panoramic images, listen to descriptive narratives and follow timelines as you discover a whole new side of Armenia.

Read online or download in seven languages.

The Armenian Highland
focuses on Armenia’s geography and history from ancient to modern times. It reviews geographical location, general characteristics and natural conditions, as well as administrative divisions of the region and interesting historical facts.

Exploring Yerevan
is an interactive travel guide designed to help visitors make the most of their time in Yerevan and its surroundings. Ranging from low-key daytrips to virtual tours to historical past of Yerevan and festive cultural and social events, the e-guide offers the diversity of programs and an ease of use for all.

Vayots Dzor
is the most comprehensive travel guide for tourists visiting the Vayots Dzor province in Armenia and for everyone interested in the history, natural resources and cultural traditions of this beautiful region.

From Kumayri to Gyumri
is a unique multimedia e-guide for people discovering Gyumri virtually or supplementing their in-person visit to the city. It offers detailed information, dynamic 3D maps, and multimedia stories of the city’s historical and cultural heritage.

“AGBU: Over One Hundred Years of Service”
is a two-volume overview of AGBU activities since its foundation in 1906. Based on rich archival material, original pictures, videos and timelines, the eBook covers the AGBU mission, its humanitarian activities and the vast program for the construction of schools, cultural and athletic centers.

AVAILABLE FOR FREE

www.avc-agbu.org